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RARE ITEMS FROM THE STANLEY COLLECTION :
1901 - The very first booklet. 1/0\d
(experimental) complete (value in small
lettering) and \d Edward part pane fine
used with ornamental star.

SUPERB NEW ZEALAND
BOOKLET COLLECTION
Many readers will be familiar with the name of the late Marcel
C. Stanley of Wellington, much of his material having appeared
in these pages over a period of twenty years or more.
Apart from Marcel's great NZ Cha10n Head collection - certainly
the most comprehensive and authoritative ever put together Marcel also had a great devotion for NZ stamp booklets.
C.P. Ltd. now has pleasure in announcing the imminent breaking up
of this booklets collection (1901 to date), and booklet and NZ
collectors world-wide will, we believe, want to be aware of the
tremendous amount of valuable research and specialist material
which it contains.
A number of items in the collection are
unique.
Beginning soon then, in these pages and elsewhere, the disposal
of the greatest NZ booklets collection ever put together.
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TWO

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES
by Marianne Versluys
1992 CHRISTMAS ISSUE
Issued on the 16th September 1992, this unusual set was designed
by Ken Hall of Christchurch and printed by Leigh Mardon Pty.
Ltd, Melbourne, by lithography. There are seven stamps in
the set and they are as follows:
45c Reindeer, 45c Reindeer and Father Christmas, ~5c Christmas
Tree, 45c Eager Children, 65c Fireplace, $1 Church, $1.50 Pohutukawa
Tree.
The paper used is Peterborough Red Phosphor and there are 100
The 45c stamps make up a block
stamps in the sheet, as usual.
of four and of course can be separated as individual stamps.
Together they make the scene of a typical New Zealand suburb
with Father Christmas and his reindeer and sleigh in the sky
above.
The other values show traditional Christmas scenes,
including the New Zealand Christmas tree, the Pohutukawa, which
Perforations
grows in the north of the North Island only.
measure 14~ x 14~ throughout the set, and mesh is vertical.
Barcodes appear four times in each sheet, twice in each of
the side selvedges and the numbers are as follows:
45c - 9415599001528,
65c - 9415599001535,
$1 - 9415599001542,
$1.50 - 9415599001559
1992 HEALTH MINIATURE SHEET:
In our notes last month we omitted to mention that the
barcode number for this miniature sheet appears as part
of the background (selvedge) design of the sheet, rather
than as a barcode per se, with numbers in the usual type
face.
The number given in the blue background is 9415599001470
- a barcode number without barcode which is obviously
not intended to be read by scanner.
$4.50 HANG-SELL BOOKLET:
The new reprint with Roman numeral II on the cover now
has stamps with the full perforations on both sides.
Readers may remember that the original booklet contained
the unusual feature of stamps imperforate at left and
right (the outer vertical sides of each horizontal pair).
Readers should refer to our note at the top of page 5
of the October Newsletter.
Roman numeral II Non-hanging
booklets have been seen with imprint markings in the
bottom selvedge and we understand that these sheets were
printed in error but used advisedly in booklets to use
up stocks.
These booklets with selvedge markings,
and Roman numeral II on the back, may be scarce.
REPRINTS NOTED : 45c Rock Wren
A new reprint has been noted with 2 Kiwi symbols in the
left selvedge opposite horizontal row 9.
The Kiwi now
are less clearly defined than in previous reprints and
have lost their beaks. The new reprint has distinctly
cream gum which differs markedly from that of the original
print and 1 Kiwi reprint.
2 Kiwi reprint sheets have an altered value marking "100
Stamps @ 45c" has been added above vertical column 9
and barcodes have been added twice in each of the left
and right selvedges, numbered 9415599001252.

THREE

NUMBERS ISSUED:
We reproduce figures published in the New Zealand Post 'FOCUS"
handbook of April 1992.
We reproduce the table as it was issued and note that it includes
Exhibition Souvenir Sheets.
Readers may be interested in the relatively low numbers issued
of the miniature sheets, notably the Orchids, Stamp Centenary~
Philexfrance, 70c Shelduck, London '90 and Philanippon (Rugby)
miniature sheets.
This may indicate future scarcity.

1990 Orchids*

4.90

1990 Health

0.40

213,898
1,334,800 0.80

485,000 2.60

122,645

1990 Heritage - Achievers 0.40
0.80

4,226,600 0.50
667,500 0.60
716,900 1.00 1,205,400 1.50

635,000
739,900

1990 Heritage - Maori

0.40
0.80

3,983,700 0.50
571,000 0.60
774,100 1.00 1,014,600 1.50

585,500
619,700

1990 150th Anniversary
of Postage Stamps*

2.40

1990 O1ristmas

0.40 15,977,500 1.00 1,842,500 1.50 1,710,500
1.80 1,773,900

1990 Antarctic Birds

0.40
0.80

4,906,000 0.50 1,161,200 0.60 1,092,600
1,232,400 1.00 1,319,600 1.50 1,129,200

1991 Sheep

0.40
1.00

4,383,400 0.60
1,616,300 1.50

1991 Football

0.80

1991 Chatham Islands

0.40

4,775,400 0.80

798,300

1991 Health

45c

1,230,000 80c

380,000 2.60*

221,908

823,100 0.80 1,127,000
902,900
958,700 1.80

939,400

110,605

* Miniature Sheet
Philexfrance '89 (Bird)
30,750
Washington '89 (Shelduck)
24,090
Philanippon '91 (Butterflies) Still on sale

Washington '90 (Health) 15,018
London '90 (Endeavour) 47,122
Philanippon '91 (Rugby) 24,894

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
G.S.T. will be added to prices listed in this Newsletter for local
orders (12~%). Overseas orders are "zero-rated" and do not pay G.S.T.

FOUR

NEW ISSUES (Cont'd)
THIRD STYLE 45c SELF-ADHESIVE:
As promised last month, details of the new style. Readers
should lay this month's summary alongside that appearing
on pages two and three of the March 1992 Newsletter to
obtain a full database on self-adhesives.
Box: Outer box is of similar size to previous boxes
but is in completely new colours - red, white and black.
Unlike earlier boxes, this now shows no illustration
of ,the stamp, although there is a large 'franking' mark
on the front and back of the box (the two largest sides).
One of the smaller sides gives ,customer enquiries information
and the other gives price details of the pack. Zebra
stripes now appear on the front and back also. The bottom
of the box has the barcode with number 9415599001030
(the same as for earlier self-adhesive packs).
Opening
flaps at the top of the box are lettered A to 0 with
assembly instructions printed and illustrated on the
C flap.
Selvedge: No selvedge appears at all on the roll of stamps/labels.
Backin~ Paper:
As in the second style pack, the roll
of bac ing paper shows the Olymp,ic NZ Post Logo and the
words "Official Olympic Sponsor' in black at intervals
of approximately 1 em. Unlike the second style pack,
the roll in this new style shows no letters A to H on
the backing paper.

Labels: Five advertising labels are found on this roll,
covering the same range of services/products as in the
second style pack.
However, the labels are now all
new designs and appear in the reverse order compared
to the second style ones.
All five advertising labels
have rounded corners and no perforations.
They measure
55mm long by 25 mm wide. The advertising labels on the
second style pack were longer at 64mm x 25mm.
After the 12th stamp the first label, in red/white/grey/black,
advises 'faxLINK public fax service available at selected
post shops".
After the 24th stamp a label, in red/white/grey/black,
announces "Parcelp,ost - the economical solution to all
your parcel needs '.
After the 36th stamp the label, in red/white/black, says
"EASIpost Convenient, Fastpost Pre-paid Envelopes".
After the 48th stamp the label, in red/white/black, says
"No Hassle Protective Packaging with HANDIrange".
After the 60th stamp the label, in red/white/black, advises
"COURIER Post Guaranteed courier service available at
all post shops".
After the 75th stamp, a 'perforated' label announces
"ONLY 25 STAMPS LEFT".
After the 95th stamp, a 'perforated' label advises "ONLY
5 STAMPS LEFT". For an illustration of the new labels, please turn to
page 13.

FIVE

Reel Joins: Reel joins occur immediately after all five
labels that publicize products/services. There is also
a join after the 74th and 87th stamps. Although invisible
sellotape is again used to make the reel joins, this
tape is wider than was used previously and is applied
only to the back of the backing paper, giving a much
neater appearance. Between labels (adverts) and reel
joins is a gap of about 3mm backing paper (no selvedge).
Stamp Colour: Stamp colour is markedly more greenish
than previously with the bird being slightly more yellow.
There is none of the lilac tint of the earlier packs.
Perforations: 'Perforations' are die cut 11 x 11 and
the stamps look comb perfed, as with the second style
packs. Unlike earlier packs, however, the stamps are
now interlocking with their neighbours and with the labels
that announce "ONLY 5 .•. " and "ONLY 25 STAMPS LEFT",
as jigsaw pieces, with no gaps at all between them.
Price:

Price is unchanged - 100

~tamps

@ 45c with a

$2.00 charge for packaging. Total $47.00 (GST inclusive).

Issue Date: .The official issue date for this new pack
was 1 October 1992. However, from mid-September these
new-style stamps were available in the old-style boxes
at a few Post Shops.
We understand that NZ POST had
a surplus of the old-style boxes and that these were
used up before new ones were put on sale.

NZ Notes

Warwick Paterson

WHAT'S NEW IN SPECIALIZATION?

Usually when I feel another "whither philately" article
coming on, I resist the temptation. People have been
speculating on the death of philately, the rebirth of
philately, and presumably the withering of philately
for generations and frankly I think we can do without
it. A glance at Gibbons Stamp Weekly issued at the beginning
of the century reveals grave forecasts of doom caused
by someone, somewhere, who is doing something to ruin
the hobby for everyone else.
More recently it has been the "mania for unhinged mint",
the "proliferation of new issues", "the burgeoning of
electronic mail", bogies which have set the tweezers
a'quivering.
Nevertheless I can't resist drawing attention
to a number of developments in the New Zealand field
which, so far from heralding the death of the hobby,
might even bring on its resurgence. Try the following:
Key emerging areas in New Zealand philately today are:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Miniature sheets
Booklets
Self-adhesives

In these three aspects of NZ new issues, you have all
of the ingredients for future philatelic delight. History
is full of examples of varieties that seemed humdrum
while they were current, but have since become highly
sought-after. Imagine, for instance, in ten years time
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WARWICK PATERSON (Cont'd)
a collector who lights on a supply of bulk used, accumulated
in the late 1980's and early 1990's.
First of all,
amongst the birds definitives, he will sort out the 40c
Brown Kiwi and will be delighted to find that amid the
commoner perf. 14~x14 issues with horizontal mesh, he
instantly recognizes stamps with a vertical mesh from
the miniature sheets. These are perforated 13~ x 13~
but he doesn't need to measure their perforations, he
recognizes them by their mesh. Then he spots several
copies with larger perfs.
These are the self-adhesive
issues, perforated 11~, and he knows from experience
that they are relatively hard-to-find, having been on
issue only a few months before being replaced by the
45c (basic postage rate) on the 1st July 1991.
The
45c issue themselves fall easily into two groups and
he recognizes them quickly.
The common issue, with
perf. 14~ x 14, are easily distinguished from the few
copies with larger perfs - the self-adhesives, which
have by now created so much interest.
He also finds
copies from early Hang-sell Booklets with imperforate
sides.
Once identified, self-adhesives themselves fall into
three separate groups. First of all with perf. 11~ (line
perf appearance) and perf. 11 (comb perf appearance).
Having separated these two groups out, the perf. 11 with
comb perf. appearance deserve further attention.
They sort easily into stamps with a yellowish look throughout
the design and blue flowers, and stamps with a lilac
appearance through the design and lilac flowers. These
are the two self-adhesives appearing during 1991 and
1992 and he will be glad to represent all three types
in his collection, genuinely commercially used of the
period.
As luck would have it, he has some commemoratives of
the period in his bulk supply and turns his attention
to two particular issues. First of all the Navigators'
issue, which appeared in early March 1992, contains two
high values, $1 and $1.50, which fall into two distinct
groups - those from the miniature sheets and those from
main sheets.
Miniature sheet stamps in these two values
have horizontal mesh and perforations gauging 14 x 14~.
For the main sheets, the stamps gauge 13~ x 14~ in the
perforations and have horizontal mesh.
Quite apart
from that however, there are subtle differences in the
design of these two values, and our specialist has a
lot of fun confounding onlookers by picking miniature
sheet stamps out of bulk lots (where he can find them!)
by the design differences alone, let alone the mesh and
perforation differences.
A few commemoratives from
the Barcelona Olympics issue appear and immediately take
his interest. Here, all values were issued in miniature
sheet form and have horizontal mesh, with perforations
gauging 14 x 14~.
From the main sheets, these values
gauge 13\ x 13~ with vertical mesh and differentiating
them is not difficult once you learn to recognize this
feature.
In the 1992 Healths he finds similar miniature
sheet - main sheet differences.
Our specialist is fortunate in that he has managed to
buy a small collection of NZ booklets from the period
and has a lot of fun looking for the experimental FastPost
booklets issued in 1992 in limited quantity, both of
which have no barcodes on the back. He has managed to
develop his own system for mounting the booklets in unexploded
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form, and finds that working back in time, his collection
is beginning to expand exponentially as his interest
grows.
The booklets themselves trace the development
of postal rates during the period and this has allowed
him to develop a framework for his display. Scarcer
material is becoming very hard to find and several systems
have been developed for mounting booklets and displaying,
without having to take them apart.
As a sideline collection, our specialist has studied
the development of the postal system in the last months
before deregulation in 1993. The proliferation of new
postal products, services, and materials has added a
whole new dimension to postal history, and his study
of postal communications in New Zealand in the late 20th
century, and the introduction of competing services for
the transmission of mail, has produced a wealth of experimentation
and change.
The 1990's are, for our specialist, coming to be regarded
as one of the most interesting periods in New Zealand
postal history. As he puts his stamps aside for the
evening, he picks up a leading article in a recent Australian
philatelic ma*azine which presages the "end of Philately
as we know it , and gravely calls upon Australia Post
to "take action before it's too late".
NOTES
from COLIN HAMILTON
1893 Advertisements. Dr Cummings of Birmingham has shown
me a used pair of 1d Second Sideface perf.12x11~, with
First Setting advertisements inverted. Although recorded
in "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 2, this
variety has somehow escaped a listing in the C.P. Catalogue
- an omission that will be remedied at the next opportunity.
The variety can, of course,be recognised with certainty
only when characteristics are present proving the advertisements
to be from First Setting - in the absence of such, the
inverted adverts would be indistinguishable from those
of the later Settings.
Dr Cummings' pair, however,
demonstrates the fact of the matter to perfection, for
the advertisements are nos 125 and 126 (that is, Row 1,
Nos 5 and 6 from the bottom left pane - see Permanent
Page 07 of the C.P. Catalogue), and no 126 'Crease's A1
Coffee', happens to be one of the few adverts which, in
the First Setting, are immediately recognisable as such.
It appeared in colourless lettering on a coloured background
in the First Setting, while in the Second and Third Settings,
the format was reversed, the lettering being coloured
on a colourless background. Coincidentally, the record
in Vol. 2 of the Handbook is also of a pair including
a 'blocked type' advert, but no specific details are given.
So it's quite possible that the Vol. 2 pair and Dr Cummings'
are one and the same. On the other hand, the 'First Setting
Inverted' may be rather commoner than it appears to be,
the vast majority of examples being undetectable (for
the reasons given above). However, the rarity of provable
examples would indicate that the latter is not the case.
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COLIN HAMILTON (Cont'd)

A number of other instances of inverted advertisements
are recorded (in the 1d, 2d, 4d and 1/-), but all of these
occurred in the Second and Third Settings, and all have
the watermark inverted (inverted, that is, in relation
to the design of the stamp). The 1d First Setting is
unique in the respect that the watermark is upright.
For the record, the advertisements on Dr Cummings' pair
are ,in red-brown, and they are misplaced downwards by
approximately 9mm. The stamps are clearly postmarked
Kaikoura, 170C93.
1/- Long Fiscal - A New Variety! Mr Del Smith of London
has in his collection a registered cover posted from Christchurch
to London on 25/7/1881, bearing a blue 1d small type Duty
Stamp (Zlb) and a 1/- First Type Long Fiscal (Die 11).
Interesting enough in itself, if rather philatelic (the
cover is addressed to Stanley Gibbons and Co. Ltd). However,
the really interesting point is that the 1/- stamp design
is in the usual lilac colour, but the values in the top
and bottom panels (ls/0NE SHILLING) are printed in blue.
Of the several different printings of the 1/- during its
13-year currency between 1867 and 1880, none is recorded
with the lettering in the blue colour.
In the earlier
printings it was in red, and all later printings had green
lettering. But there is no doubt about the colour in
Mr. Smith's copy - it is a definite blue. Can anyone
throw any light on this? Or is it a previously unrecorded
error of colour?
STOP PRESS. By one of those strange coincidences, we
have just purchased a collection including a second copy
of this stamp with the same blue lettering of value.
Our copy is perforated 12~, and is postmarked Feilding
220C1886.

NEW ZEALAND POST
1992/4 STAMP CALENDAR HIGHLIGHTS
(selected issues)
4 Nov 1992: The Emerging Years I : The 1920's
Painting the Clouds with Sunshine (6v)
20 Jan 1993: Royal Doulton Ceramics Exhibition CourierPost - handled with care - (6v)
17 Feb 1993: The Emerging Year~ II : The 1930's
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams
(6v)
31 Mar 1993: Centenary of the Women's V9te
1893 - 1993

(4v)

July

1993: The Emerging years III : The 1940's
Keep the Home Fires Burning
(6v)

March

1994: The Emerging Years IV
All Shook Up

: The 1950's
(6v)
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KING GEORGE V RECESS-ENGRAVED
Superb selection of commercially used and very fine used
blocks of four.
925

(a) K2b 2d Violet, perf.14x14\, Deep Bright Violet.

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Superb well-centred item with Parcels cancellation
(dated), Blue.
Really lovely looking block of
four, firie commercially used ....•....••.......•...•
K3a 2\d Slate Blue, perf. 14x13\, Commercially
used block with extensive cancellation which
leaves stamp relatively un-defaced. Lovely item,
fine commercially used .....•.....•...........•....•
K4a 3d Chocolate Brown, perf. 14x13\. Absolutely
magnificent commercially used - very fine. Lovely
clear face, brilliant colour and crisp condition ...
K5b 4d Yellow, perf. 14x14\. Good commercially
used block of four with clear date 4 Jan 1917.
Faces of three stamps clear and marking is
largely neat and clean. Lovely block of four
of a very scarce item ••.....•.........•••..........
KSa 6d Pink, perf.14x13\. The "early" Pink with
fine hexagonal Dunedin Parcels cancellation dated
1916. Really lovely item and fine of the shade .••.
K9a 7\d Deep Red-brown,perf.14x13\. Parcels
cancellation on this beautiful, lightly postmarked block of four. Lovely deep colour, fine
commercially used..................................
Klla 9d Sage Green, Wellington Parcels cancellation
lightly on this fine block of four. Really
spectacular item and not marred by the cancellation
in any way.........................................
K12a 1/- Orange-vermilion, perf.14x13\. Beautiful
fine used block of four with Spring Creek
cancellation 22nd Dec. 1931.
Not commercially
used - very, very, fine used .•.••.•...•............
K04d 3d Deep Chocolate, perf. 14 sideways wmk.
Brilliant block of four centred low but light
c.d.s. Wellington. Lovely item and scarce .•........

$ 250

$

50

$

50

$ 300
$

75

$ 150

$

40

$

35

$ 50

INCREASED BUSINESS FOR N.Z.POST
According to the New Zealand Herald of the 8th October
1992, the volume of business mail sent is a mini economic
barometer - and it's on the rise! N.Z. Post has stated
recently that bulk mail volumes during the past six months
have increased 20% over the same period during 1991.
According to a N.Z.Post spokesman business mail levels
have been "quite flat" in recent years and a healthier
economy is expected to produce the sorts of increases
now being seen.
A 20% increase in any segment of a major business is a
major increase indeed and would be welcomed by many businesses
today. The N.Z. Post spokesman was silent on whether
this major increase in revenue might have some effect
on N.Z. Post's attitude to the ~ural mail charge and/or
the suggestion that business mail might be used to subsidise
the rural delivery.
If not, what order of increase will
change N.Z. Post's attitude?

ELEVEN

PENNY UNIVERSALS
Love them or leave them, there is no denying the Id Universals
are a specialist's dream.
Here is a chance to form a detailed
collection at one of two offered discounts, for this month only.
All identifications, CP Ltd. guarantees.
A standard 15% discount applies on all the following offers,
except on total purchases of over NZ$250, where a special
20% discount applies.
November CPNL subscribers only.
240

(a) G1a 1901 London plate UHM $20, fine UHM block of 4 $80,

LHM $10, NSFM $4.
FU $6.50, CU $3.25, CU dated strip of 3 $10.

(b) G1a ditto.

241

(a) G2a 1901 Pirie paper, wmkd, perf 11.

UHM $20, fine UHM
block of 4 $80, LHM $10, LHM block of 4 $40.
(b) G2a ditto.
FU 50c, CU 25c, Shade (3) CU $7.50,
Shade (4) CU $45, double perfs G2a(z) CU $10, pair perf in A.W.F.
CU $10.
(c) G2b ditto, perf 14.
LHM $45
(d) G2b ditto.
FU $25, CU $12.50.

242

(a) G3a 1901 Basted Hills paper, wmkd, perf. 11.
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

243

(a) G4a 1902 Cowan paper, no wmk, perf. 14.
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

244

UHM $30, block of
4 UHM $120, LHM $20.
G4a ditto. FU $3, dated strip of 3 $10, CU $1.50.
G4c ditto, perf. 14x11, rare perf. LHM $200
G4d ditto, mixed perfs. LHM $200, nice vertical pair $350.
G4d ditto.
FU genuine $250.

(a) GSa 1902 Cowan paper, wmkd, perf 14.
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

245

NSFM (perf fault,
nice otherwise). (Cat. $300) $25.
G3b ditto, perf. 14.
UHM $45, block of 4 UHM $180, LHM $25.
G3b ditto.
FU $6, CU $3.
G3c ditto, perf. 11x14. UHM $40, block of 4 UHM $160, LHM $20,
NSFM $8, CU $4.
G3d ditto, perf. 14x11. UHM $50, block of 4 UHM $200, LHM $25.
G3d ditto.
FU $12, CU $6.

UHM $15, block of 4 UHM
$60, LHM $6, block of 4 LHM $25, deep shade LHM $10.
GSa ditto.
FU 20c, dated strip of 3 $1, CU 10c, deep shade
U $1.
G5d ditto, perf 14x11, rare perf. LHM $200, pair LHM misplaced
perfs $350, NSFM $20.
G5d ditto.
U (CTO?) $50.
G5e ditto, mixed perfs. UHM piece $100, LHM piece $70, LHM
block of 4 $120, LHM $30.

(a) G6a 1902 Reserve plate, perf.14. UHM $110, block of 4 UHM $440,
LHM $60, set of 4 shades (1)-(4) UHM $440, NSFM $25.
(b) G6a ditto.
FU $12, CU $6, NSFU $2.

CAMPBELL PATERSON ARE NOW BUYING
FINE, EARLY, RARE, "NEW ZEALAND"

TWELVE

UNIVERSALS (Cont'd)
246

UHM $110, pair UHM $220, LHM $60,
(a) G7a 1902 Booklet plate.
pair LHM $120, pane of 6 LHM (some rust spots) $200, MNG $15.
(b) G7a ditto. FU $25, FU pair $60, CU $13, NSFU $5, fiscal U $3.
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(a) G8a 1904 Dot plate, perf. 14. UHM $20, LHM $7.50, aniline shade
HM $35, NSFM $4.
(b) G8a ditto. FU 20c, set of 5 shades (1)-(5) U $32, block of
4 U $5, strip of 3 FU $3, CU 10c, strip of 3 CU $1.50,
reentry G8a(x) U $6.
(c) G8d ditto, mixed perfs. UHM $60, pair UHM $115, block of 4
UHM $225, LHM $30, pair LHM $55, block of 4 LHM $105.
(d) G8d ditto. Used on piece $40.

248

(a) G9a 1906 Waterlow trial plate, perf 14. UHM $75, block of 4
UHM $275, LHM $30, NSFM $10.
(b) G9a ditto. FU $1.25, set of 4 shades (1)-(4) U $6.25, CU 65c,
'no sea under globe' and reentry G9a(w) U $35, 'no sea under
globe' no reentry G9a(v) U $30, set of 10 specialized plate
positions (Wlx5, W2x5) U $15.

249

(a) Gl0a 1906 Royle plate, perf. 14.
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

250

251

252

UHM $10, block of 4 UHM $40,
set of 4 shades (1)-(4) UHM $110, LHM $5, NSFM $2.
FU 20c, set of 4 shades (1)-(4) U $18.50, block
Gl0a ditto.
of 4 U $5, CU 10c.
GlOb ditto, perf. 11, scarce perf. LHM $200, HM $100.
Gl0c ditto, perf.14xll, scarce perf. UHM $400, LHM $200.
Gl0d ditto, perf.l1x14 1 scarce perf. HM $100.
Gl0f ditto, perf.14x14~.
LHM $125.
Gl0f ditto, perf.14x14\. FU $85, CU $45.

(a) Gl1a 1908 surface print.
$195.
(b) Glla ditto.

UHM $100, LHM $50, block of 4 LHM
FU $1, CU 50c, NSFU 1Oc.

Slot Machine trials
(a) GS2a Dot Plate Dickie, roulette 14\.
(b) GS4b Parker, imperf.
LHM $95.

NSFM/MNG $30.

Officials.
G07a Booklet plate Official. UHM $20, pair UHM $45, LHM $10.
G07a ditto.
FU $20, CU $12.50, pair CU $20.
G09a Waterlow Official.
HM $7.50.
G09a ditto.
FU $1, CU 60c, strip of 3 CU $3, reentry U $20,
set of 5 specialized plate positions (W2x5) U $7.50.
(e) G010a Royle Official.
UHM,$25.
FU 75c, CU 50c.
(0 G010a ditto.
(g) GOlla Surface Official. FU $2, block of 4 U $10, strip of 4
U $8, strip of 3 U $6, CU $1.50.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

We also have numerous covers and postcards bearing ld Universals.
If interested, please request to see a selection.
Remember:

All items from this list attract a discount:15% to NZ$250 and 20% over'NZ$250.
November CPNL subscribers only.

"May I add that I regard the Campbell Paterson's LooseLeaf Catalogue as an exaellent sourae of referenae for
NZ aoZZeation/phiZateZy: a handsome voZume, fuZZ of
information and, aonsiderina the aost of produation,
its seEing priae is not exp<msive." - PL, ACT, Australia.

THIRTEEN

NEW ZEALAND CHALONS
The perforated issues concluded.
A few rema1n1ng lots from the comprehensive listing featured
in the Newsletter of the past few months. Appearance in all the
following lots is exceptional.
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(a) Alp (SG128) Id Reddish-brown, perf.l0x12\.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

(i)

(j)

Superb
example postmarked Blenheim April 20, 1872. Mar~ing
over face but not disfiguring. Minor paper repa1r
top right corner. Superb looks .•••.•••.........•. $
Alq (SG132) Id Reddish-brown perf. 12\
(intermediate plate wear), centred ~ight but
marking very light and face mostly clear. Super
$
examl?le by any standard.
.
Alq (SG132a) Id Brown, plate wear as above.
Superbly centred example with very light marking.
One of the best we have ever seen and early wear
for this issue •.•••.•.........•••••••••••.••.....• $
Alq (SG132) Id Reddish-brown, extended plate wear,
deep, rich colour, double strike of duplex does
not affect face. Nice example and shade ••••.••..• $
Alq (SG132a) Id Brown, unused. Superbly centred
wonderful item, impossible to better ••••••..•••.•• $
Alq (SG132a) Id Reddish-brown. Very fine used
with heavyish strike of the obliterator well
to the bottom left corner. Super example •..••.••• $
Alq Id Reddish-brown, advanced plate wear.
Very fine used, centred slightly to the right ••••• $
Alq Id Reddish-brown, marking light if central
but face mainly clear. One of the better
centred items in the offer. A lovely, lovely
example ••••...••.••.••..•...••...•.••.••.•.••.••.. $
Alq Id Brown, advanced plate wear,unused.
Centred right but lovely example of this scarcer
item ••.••......•.••...............•.•..•...••...•. $
Alq Id Brown, advanced plate wear, centred high
but marking off the face. Beautiful looks .•..••..• $

New self-adhesives

~
JI'lIllUC FAX l'UVICf. AVAlLAILf
AT SIUCT!O POST SHOPS.

15

75

100
50
250
60
60

75
225
65

.,COURIERPOSTI!I
GUAIlANTEED COUIllEll SERVICE
AVAILABU AT AU POST SHOPS

I'XUtil:D
••••••••••
THE ECONOMICAL SOWTION TO
ALL YOUR PARCEL NEEDS.

EASlpost~
ConVC'nicnt, h~t~t PrC'·Paid
Envelopes.

No Hassle Protective: Packaging
with

HANDiranget!i
the new labels.

FOURTEEN

CHALONS (Cont'd)
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(a) A2B (SG133) 2d Pale Orange, perf. 12%.
Superb-looking item with marking off the face.
Centred slightly high and right but one of the
best we've seen lately ..•••.•.•.••.•••.......•....
(b) A2B 2d Orange. This time, really glorious.
Certainly one of the best looking stamps in
existence of this issue. Very light marking off
the face .••.••...•..•..•• ; ••...••.•.••••••••••••••
(c) A2B 2d Orange. Another beautiful item centred
slightly left but light obliterator •••.••••••••...
(d) A2B 2d Deep Orange. Beautifully centred if perfs.
through top margin and scissor cut above that
showing good top margin. Light marking largely
off the face •••••••••.•••..••.....••••••...•••••••
(e) A2B 2d Deep Dull Orange.
Glorious example of
this scarcer shade. Very light marking to the
left of the face~ nice centrin&. Really wonderful.
(f) A2B 2d Deep Bright Orange. Duplex marking
(Dunedin) and close top and right margins. Nice
looking example ••...•..•••..••••••••••••....•••••.
(g) A2B(W) 2d Bright Orange, heavily retouched,
marking slightly over face and small thin spot
but a nice example and good colour ••.•...•••••....
(h) A2B (SG134) 2d Vermilion. Marking heavy and
slightly smudged, stamp centred right. Good
deep, bright shade however, and a nice example
(Cat.$60) •••••...•••..••.•••.•••••....•.•••..•••..
(i) A2B 2d Orange-Vermilion. Another of the best in
existence. Beautiful centring and light marking
off the face. Really quite extraordinary ••.••••..
(j) A2t (SG138) 2d Vermilion, unwmkd. Obliterator 16
slightly over the face but a nicely centred
item and one of the better examples we've seen
lately ..•••••••..........•.••••...•...••.•....•.••
DESIGNER AUTOGRAPHED FIRST DAY COVERS

$

40

$

65

$

40

$ 40
$

75

$

30

$

20

$

20

$

80

$

50

A selection of FDC signed by Allan G Mitchell and the
late Len C Mitchell, both well-known NZ stamp designers.
650

(a) 1955 July 18 Stamp centy. (Allan designed the

4d airplane stamp) .•..•....•..•.••••.••••...•.....

(b) 1956 Sept 24 Health apple-tree (LCM) •••••••••...•.
(c) 1957 Jan 11 Ross Dependency pictorials (Len

8

designed the 4d Shackleton & Scott stamp) •..••.•.•

$ 67.50

3d surf stamp) •.••...•..•..•...••.••....•.••••....

$

shearer) •••.•••.•.....•..•...••....•..••.••••••.••

$ 19.50

Len the 8d : 2 signatures) •••.•.....•••.••..•.....

$ 24

first Christian service 1814) autographed .•..•...•

$ 19.50

in margin (two stamps stuck down) ..•.••.•••••...•.
.

$
$

(d) 1957 Sept 25 Health beach scenes (Len designed the

(e) 1958 Nov 3 Hawkes Bay centy. (Len : 8d sheep-

(f) ~962 June 1 Telegraph centy. (Allen the 3d and

(g) 1964 OCt 12 Christmas (Len's painting of Marsden's
(h) 1964 OCt 12 Christmas UHM block of four - signed

(i) 1967 Aug 2 Health rugby (LCM)

651

$

$ 10

(a) 1968 Hay 7 Armed services (LCM) ...•..•.•..........
(b) 1968 Aug 7 Olympics (LCM) ...•...•...••..•........•

(c) 1969 Nov 18 CORSO (LCM) .•......•..................

(d) 1970 Jan 28 Cardigan Bay (LCM) •••...............•.

(e) 1970 Hay 22 UN Fight Cancer set (LCM)
(f) 1970 June 24 UN (Len: 10c tractor)

.
..

6

2.50
6

$ 23
$ 6
$ 23
$ 8
$ 2.50
$

8

FIFTEEN

MORE MODERN VARIETIES
A superb chance to fill modern error and variety gaps
at sale prices. Temporary over-stocking allows these
wonderful chances:
44

(a) 09a(z) 7d Koromiko (1960) series, block of four

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)

(j)

unhinged mint with inverted watermark. Cat. at
$60, this month's wonderful chance ••••.....•...•••
OR single of the variety ••.•.••••••.•••.••••.•••..
013a 1/3d Trout, major colour shift (Brown and
Cerise colours shift 2mm to the right). Top
left selvedge block of four. Hugely spectacular
variety~ unhinged mint ••.•.•.••..••. ~ •.••••••....•
OD12a(z} 15c Tiki (1967 series). Unhinged mint
single of the inverted watermark (W8c). Cat. at
$15 .••••••...••••...•..••...•....••.••............
P3b(w) 2c Tussock Butterfly (1970 series). Yellow
colour shift upwards (2mm). Nice variety, unhinged
mint showing white areas in wings and ghost wings
above the butterfly. Cat. at $60 •....••.•...•.••.
P6c 4c Puriri Moth (unwmkd). Major colour shift
in two colours. Colour shifts in the Green (wing
veins) were common enough in this ~ssue but
our variety this month is a new one to the issue
and shows a major upwards colour shift in both
the Pale Green and the Dark Green (veins). The
degree of shift in the Pale Green is 3~mm and
in the Dark Green vein 9mm. This is a spectacular
variety showing extra Green colour in the gutters
between the stamps and the large white areas in
the wings. Unrecorded previously and a very
major UHM block of four
.
PIOa(z) 7\c Garfish. All colours offset on back.
Lovely example of this spectacular variety.
Four colours. Cat. at $400 ....••••..••••••••• ~ •.•
P12a(z) lOc Royal Stamp, perf. 14\x14 , watermark
inverted (W8b). Cat. at $20 •••••••...••••••••••••
P12b(z) lOc Royal Stamp ditto, no watermark.
Perf.13.75 x 13.25. Rosine colour omitted (hair
ribbon). Cat. $150 •...•••..••..•••••..••••••.•.••
P12b(u) lOc Royal Stamp ditto. Silver colour
offset on back, nice example of this variety.
Cat. $150 •.•.•••••.•.•.•.......•.•••••••...••.•..•
PAIOb(z) lOc Queen Elizabeth, perf.14~x14~.
Frame (Blue colour) omitted. One of the most
spectacular missing colour varieties in the
book. The Queen cameo appears alone on the stamp
surrounded by white paper.

$ 25
$

5

$ 150
$

10

$

30

$ 150
$ 300
$

12.50

$ 100
$ 100

$ 800
(k) PA25a(z) 15~·T~·H~~·H~~·(i980·~~~i~~):··M~j~;·····
offset in the Green colour shows the outline of
the Chief's head. Cat. at $325 .......•.........•• $ 250

CAMPBELL PATERSON ARE NOW BUYING
FINE, EARLY, RARE, "NEW ZEALAND"

SIXTEEN
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(1) PA31a(p) 14c on 10c Queen surcharge.

Major
colour shift showing Pink displaced 2mm to the
right. Very, very spectacular variety, to be
listed at $150 •••.•.••..••.••••.•••..••.••••••..•. $ 125
(m) PC17a 70c Paradise Shelduck, triple impression
of the Black colour - only one sheet known
to us. Spectacular and blurry •...•••...•••....•..
50
(n) SH31a 40c Heritage - The Maori, Chalky Blue colour.
(Value omitted). Superb UHM single (Cat.$600), at
present being advertised in UK at $1000 ••...•••.... $ 550
The above is the only new full colour omission
recorded in New Zealand philately during the past
ten years and is very rare.
(0) T49a 7c + 2c 1977 Health. Major perforation
shift upwards showing part of stamp above.
(Normally $175) ••..••.......•....•...........•..... $ 125

SPOT-CASH BUYING LIST
Condition as specified in each case, please. These offers
remain current for two months, subject to stocks being filled.
We reserve the right to return any material for any reason.
Last month's buying offer produced two copies of the ~d Victoria
Land Green, fine used, at $1000 each, and an unused
4d Rose.
Don't miss this opportunity.
CP ASa

6d Brown, Chalon Head imperforate, printed by
Richardson 1859-1861 unused.
One copy required
with four full margins, good colour and no paper
faults, repairs, etc ...............•............... $ 1125

CP L14d(z) 3/- "t. Egmont, perf. 14-13x13\, horizontal
mesh, wmk. W8, unhinged mint, watermark inverted ... $

40

AUCKLAND EXHIBITION:
Id Dominion, overprinted, lightly hinged
$
fine used .....................•.................... $

26
50

CP S6a
S7a
CP V1a

3d Edward, overprinted, Chestnut. Fine used

$ 340

1931 Air Stamp, 3d Chocolate, unhinged mint, well
cen tred. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $

50

Note: These are only a few examples of C P's
buying prices for very fine New Zealand philatelic
material.
If you have New Zealand stamps to
sell ask C.P. first for a no-obligation opinion.

The CP NEWSLETTER is a confidential source of information for philatelists and collectors.
Published by CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD, Auckland New Zealand. Subscriptions $NZ32.00. ISSN 0112-8388
All lots offered in this newsletter are unconditionally guaranteed as genuine and as described.
They are offered subject unsold and will be sent on approval to known clients. Postage is additional.
GST not included (NZ only).
The information contained in this newsletter is private to subscribers and unauthorised reproduction is expressly forbidden.
Postal orders to PO BOX 5555 Auckland 1, New Zealand.
To obtain more detailed descriptions of the material offered in this newsletter
• . . . ~ __
._ .
or to place orders, phone us COLLECT 64-9-379 3086 or Fax 64-9-379 3087
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